
 
 

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 

REGARDING RE-SIT EXAMINATIONS 2022 
 

 

Q: Who can appear to improve/ pass a failed or Absent subject in Re-sit Examinations 2022? 
 

A: All regular, private and repeater candidates can sit to pass their Failed/ Absent subject(s) 

and/ or improve grades of their “Passed” subjects. 
 

 
 

Q: Can a candidate register to take improvement examination of a “Passed” subject along with other 

“Failed” subjects simultaneously? 
 

A: Yes. A candidate may take both the examinations in Re-sit Examinations 2022. 
 
 
 

Q: After the improvement examination, which marks, original or improvement, would be 

considered on the marks sheet/ result slip? 
 

A: After the improvement examination, best of the two scores (original and improvement) 

will be considered as “final result” and will reflect on the new marks sheet/ result slip and the 

certificate. 
 

 
 

Q: How many subjects can a candidate opt for improvement purposes? 
 

A: There is no limit. You may register to re-sit for more than one subject. However, the 

candidates may have both Part I and II examinations on the same day in morning and afternoon 

shifts. 

 

 

Q: Is it compulsory to give Practical (ATP) along with theory papers when re-sitting the examination 

for improvement purposes? 
 

A: No. Candidates sitting for improvement examinations in subjects with a practical component 

(ATP) are not required to register for both the theory and ATP. They may opt to 

register themselves to re-sit for only theory component, or ATP or both of a 

subject. 
 

 
 



Q: Could I still improve marks if I graduated from SSC/ HSSC in any other years before? 
 

A: This depends upon the year of the candidate’s enrolment with AKU-EB. Enrolment is valid 

for four consecutive years. A candidate is eligible to sit examinations or improve their SSC/ HSSC 

grades during the validity of the enrolment period. After that, new enrolment has to be initiated. 

 
 

Q: If a high achiever candidate sits in any forth coming examination, would it affect his/her 

achievement?  
 

A: High achievers lists are based on Annual examination results, therefore, if a candidate is 

included in a high achievers list for any category, he/ she can re-sit in forth coming 

examinations and it would not affect candidates’ existing/ prior achievement.  

 

 

Q: If a candidate has appeared for a re-sit examination to improve his/ her marks, can he/she be 

included in the High Achievers list?  
 

A: He/ she is eligible for subject-wise positions for those subjects for which he/she has not 

appeared for a re-sit. However, he/ she is not eligible for any group or overall positions that 

are awarded by AKU-EB. Improvement examinations CANNOT be used for the purpose of 

achieving positions 
 
 

Q: Can I appear after issuing SSC/ HSSC Certificate from Board? 
 

A: A candidate can appear during the validity of the enrolment period if he/ she surrenders his/ 

her original certificate issued by the board. After examinations, candidate can apply for new 

certificate by submitting the application form along with fee for revised result slip and 

certificate by requesting at  examination.board@aku.edu. It is pertinent to note that the last 

examination session in which the candidate appeared will reflect on revised Certificate. 
 
 
 

Q: Can I appear if Board has issued the migration Certificate? 
 

A: As per policy, once the Migration Certificate has been issued by the Board, a candidate is 

no longer eligible to appear in any examination offered by AKU-EB. However, if candidate 

surrenders his/ her original migration certificate issued by the board, then, he/ she can sit for 

examinations. After the declaration of result, candidate can again submit the application 

along with fee for issuance of new migration certificate. 
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Q: Does the new result slip state a candidate improved marks in particular subjects or 

Failed subjects? 
 

A: No. The privacy of its candidates is important to AKU-EB. The new result slip does not 

reflect that the candidate has taken extra examinations in particular subjects to improve grades or 

pass the subjects. It only states the last examination session in which the candidate appeared with 

best marks. 
 
 

Q: How soon the marks sheet/ result slip will be awarded after examination sessions? We need 

to apply for universities/ colleges. 
 

A: The marks sheet/ result slip is processed and awarded after eight weeks after the 

examination session ends. 

 

Q: Where to submit the registration forms? 

 

A: Please follow the instruction provided within the Registration Form which is available on the 

following mentioned link of our website during the registration period: 

https://examinationboard.aku.edu/services/Pages/various-forms.aspx 
 

 
 

Q: What are the registration fees for resit/ improvement exams? 
 

A: All fees are mentioned on the Registrations Forms which is available on the following 

mentioned link of our website during the registration period: 

https://examinationboard.aku.edu/services/Pages/various-forms.aspx 
 

 
 
 
 

Disclaimer: AKU-EB reserves the right to amend or discontinue any of its policies or any part thereof 

from time to time without any notice as and when it deems necessary. 
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